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1. Introduction
In part III+ of this series of papers, we considered the Doppler effects and
coherence phenomena among the diffracted components of light emerging from a
rectangular cell of a medium traversed by supersonic waves perpendicular to the
direction ofthe propagation of the incident plane wave of light. We showed, in the
case of a progressive supersonic wave, that the nth order diffraction component
which is inclined at an angle sin- (- n1/1*) to the direction of propagation of the
incident light has the frequency v - nv*, where v and 1denote the frequency and
the wavelength of the incident light while v* and A* correspond to those of the
sound wave. In the case of the diffraction of light by a standing sound wave, we
got the interesting result that in any even order, radiations with frequencies
v f2rv*, (r = 0,1,2,. ...), would be present while in any odd order, radiations with
frequencies v f2r 1 v*, (r = 0,1,2,. ...), would be present. ~hese'resultsgive a
satisfactory interpretation of the coherence phenomena among the diffraction
components observed by ~ a rIn~the
. following, we show that our previous results
remain valid even if we consider a general periodic supersonic wave and that they
can be derived in a siinple and direct fashion. We have also presented in the
following, some general considerations of the problem on hand.

'
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2. Doppler effect and coherence phenomena
The partial differential equation governing the propagation of light in a medium
with'time-variation and space-variation in its refractive index is

if the frequency of the time-variation of p(x, y, z, t ) is very slow compared to the
time-variation of the wave-function of light. This would be so in the case of the
propagation of light in a medium filled with sound waves for the frequency of the
variation of A x , y, z, t ) corresponds to the frequencyof the sound waves present in
the medium, which is negligible compared to the frequency of light.
If we choose our axes of reference such that the X-axis points to the direction of
the propagation of the plane sound waves and the Z-axis points to the direction of
the propagation of the incident plane wave of light, we could ignore the
dependence of on y and write the differential equation as

+

If p(x, t ) did not depend on time, $ would have had the only time factor exp(2nivt)
where v is the frequency of the incident light. If we consider the time variation of
A x , t), $e can write # as given by

$ = exp [2nivt]+(x, z, t )
where 4 ( x , z, t ) varies slowly in time compared to exp [2nivt]. On the consideration that v* << v, we can show that
14nv$1 << (4n2v2+l and l$l<<

14n2v241.

With these considerations, we can considdr the differential equation

and obtain i+h by the equation

# = exp [2nivt]c,h(x, z, t).
As the sound waves which travel along the X-axis are periodic in space and time,
we can regard p(x, t ) to be also periodic in x and t with the same periods in space
and time. It should be noticed that we do not restrict A x , t ) to be simply periodic
in x and t but it may be a general periodic function of x and t, amenable to Fourier
analysis. Thus
-
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and

Ax, t + plv*) = p(x, t)

where p is any integer.
If we consider the differentialequation in which p(x, t)has the above properties,
we see that 4(x,z, tjshould also be periodic in x and t with the same periods in the
case we are considering. That is,

4 ( +~PA*,z, t) = 4(x,Z, t)
and

46,z, t + plv*) = ;b(x,z, t).

Hence we can write the double-Fourier expansion of +(x,z, t) as
00

m

f,Az) exp (2airx/A*)exp (2aisv*t).
-m - w

Progressive sound waves: In the case of the progressive waves travelling along
the positive direction of the X-axis, we have the property that
where p is any number. Thus
Using the double-Fourier expansion, we can write ( 1 ) as

x1
x

frs(z)exp (2nirx/A*)exp (2nisv*t)exp (2airp)

frs(z)exp (2airx/rZ*)exp (2aisv*t)exp ( - 2aisp).
Comparing the Fourier coefficients on each side of (2),we get
=

>

(2)

frs(z)~ X (P2 n i r ~ ) frs(z)~ X( P 2ais~).
This could be true only if
fr8(z)= 0 when r #

- s.

(3)

The condition (3)restricts the number of terms in the Fourier expansion of 4, so
that
m

4(x,z, t ) =

1&(z) exp (2airx/A*)exp ( - 2airv*t).
-m

Thus
m

$(x,z,t ) =

1 frS(z)exp (2iirx/3.*)exp (2ni(v- rv*)t).
3CI

If one considers the diffraction effects of $(x, z,t) given by (4), it is fairly obvious
that the nth order diffraction component will be inclined at an angle
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sin-'(-nE./i.*) with the incident beam of light and will have the frequency
v - nv* and the relative intensity expression If,(z)12.
Standing sound waves: In the case of standing waves, we have the property that
~(~+F,t)=p(x,t*$),

p a n integer,

so that

If we use (5) in the double Fourier expansion of

xx
=

4 we get

frs(z)exp (2nirx/l*) exp (2nisv*t)exp (nirp)

xz

f,(z) exp (2nirx/rl*) exp (hisv*t) exp (aisp).

(6)

Comparing the Fourier coefficients in (4,we get
This means that frs(z) is zero unless r and s are both everiintegers or odd integers.
Returning now to the Fourier expansion of 4, we could write it as
w

4(x, Z, t) =

w

1fZr, 2 d ~exp
) (2ni2rx/rl*)exp (2xi2sv*t)
- a - m

zz
w o o

+-w

-w

f 2 r + I, zs + ~ ( zexp
) (2ni2r

+ I xlrl*) exp (2ni2s + 1v*t).

Thus

zz
00

w

+-03-w

f i r + I , 2.9 + ~ ( z~)

x exp(2ni(v

X(2ni2r
P + 1 xlA*)
-

+ 2s + 1v*)t.

(7)
If one considers the diffraction effects of $(x, z, t) given by (7), it will be quite easy
to see that the diffraction orders could be classed into two groups, one containing
the even ones and the other odd ones; any even order contains radiations with
any odd order contains radiations
frequencies, v, v f 2v*, . . ..,v f 2rv*, . . ..,and
with frequencies, v f v*, v f 3v*,.. .., v f 2r + lv*,.. .

.

cv
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3. The case when the disturbance in the medium is simple
harmonic
If we suppose that the variation in the refractive index of the medium is simple
harmonic along the X-axis, it can be represented as
A x , t ) = po

+ p sin 2x(v*t - x/A*)

in the case of a progressive wave, while it will be of the form
A x , t ) = pO - p sin (2nx}A*)sin (2nv*t)

'

in the case of astanding wave, where A x , t ) is the refractive index of the medium at
height x and at time t, po is the constant refractive index of the medium when
there is no sound wave and p is the maximum variation of the refractive index from
Po.
Progressive wave: To obtain the wave function for the emerging wavefront of
light, we have to solve the differential equation

where b = 2n/1*, e ='2nv*t, A = - 4n2pi/A2 and B = 8n2pop/A2 omitting the
second order term with coefficient p2.
We have shown in the previous section that 4 can be developed as a Fourier
series in x and t as

-

/JZ) exp (2nii;/l*) exp ( - 2nirv*t)

w

f,,(z)exp (irbx)exp ( - ire).

-03

Substituting the Fourier series (9) in the differential equation (8) and comparing
,
the Fourier coefficients we obtain the equation
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Putting z = (2np)- 'At, we obtain

As po, being the refractive index of the medium, is in the neighbourhood of unity
and p is in the.neighbourhood of 10- 5, we can omit the first term on the left hand
side and consider the differential equation

If there were no term on the right hand side, & would be'the Bessel function Jn(t)
or Jn (2npz/A) satisfying the required boundary conditions. This follows as a
consequence of Sonine's* theorem which gives that if

then 4, could be developed as a series in Bessel functions as
On(<)

= 4n(OJo(O

2

+1

-W.+XO)I J~(o.

~ 4 ~ - 8 ( 0 ) (

Setting the boundary conditions that
&o(0)= 1 and

q5,(0) = 0, s # 0

we get

4n(t)= Jn(5).
If n is not too great and A2/1*2p is small, we can approximate

)n(t)

=

Jn(O

2npz
=J . ( ~ ) .

If the cell is bound by z = L at the emerging face, it will be easy to see that the
relative intensity of the nth order diffraction component would be J$(2npL/1),

*N Nielsen, Yandhuch der thcorie der Cylinderfunktionen, p. 286 (1904 edition).
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The case of the standing wave: In this case we have to write N x , z, t) as given by
w o o

4(x, Z , t ) =

-w-w

(2ni2rx/A*)exp (2ni2sv*t)

f2,,

+ x x fir +
00

w

2s + 1 exp (2ni2r

-4)-w

+ 1x/A* exp (2ni2s + 1v*t)

w

=
'

C g,(z, t )exp (2nirx/A*).
-w

(10)

Substituting( l o )the differential equation for $ and comparingthe coefficients, we
obtain
4n2n2
4n2popsin E
22. 8"pi
in-l-g.+l)-

d2g, 4nipo i3gn
-----az2
A , az

Putting z = (2np)- 'A< we obtain

Under the same considerations as in the previous paragraph, we will have to solve
the equation

I f n is not too great and A2/A*2pis small we can approximate
8) a J.(<

sin 8)

But we have shown in part 1111,that

x00

J2,(v sin E ) =

(

)'J,

J,

i
;

('y

->

sin 2nv*t

.

- ,(v/2)J, + ,,(v/2)exp ( i 2 r ~ )

-00

w

J 2 n + l ( v s i n ~ ) = 1 - i (-~Jn-,(v/2)Jn+,+l(1?/2)exp(i2r
+ 18).

-w

Hence;

x
w

$(x, Z, t )a

-i

w
-00

w

-w -w

- -,(v/2)Jr+,(v/2)exp (2ni2m/A*)exp (2ni(v+ 2sv*))t

( )'Jr

w

C ( - )'J,-,(v/2)Jr+,+ ,(v/2)exp (2ni2r + 1x/A*)exp(2ni(v+ 2s + lv*))t.
-00

If one considers now the diffraction effects due to this emerging wave-front at
z = L, it can be seen that an even order, say 2n, contains radiations with
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frequencies v f 2rv*,' (r = 0, 1,2,. ...), the relative 'intensity of the v f 2rv*
sub-component being Ji-,(apL/A) JJ,JxpL/A) and an odd order, say 2n e 1,
contains radiations with frequencies v f 2r + 1v*, (r = 0,1,2,. ...), the relative
intensity of the v f 2r 1v* sub-component being J,2-,(apL/I)J,Z+,+l(npL/A).

+

4. Summary
The essential idea that the phenomenon of the diffraction of light by high
frequency sound waves depends on the corrugated nature of the transmitted
wave-front of light, pointed out by the authors in their first paper, has been
developed on general considerationsin this paper. The results in this paper can be
summarised as follows:
(1) If progressive sound-waves travel in a rectangular medium normal to two
faces and the direction of propagation of a plane beam of incident light, the
incident light will be diffracted at the angles given by sin- ' (- nA/I*) and the light
belonging to the nth order will have the frequency v - nv*.
(2) If the sound waves are stationary, the incident light will be diffracted at the
angles given by sin-' ( - nA/A*), and even order would .contain radiations with
frequencies, v, v f 2v*, v f 4v*, ..., v f 2rv*, ...., and an odd order would
contain radiations with frequencies v f v*, v f 3v*, v f Sv*, ...., v f
2r+ lv*, .....
(3) A differential-differenceequation has been obtained for the amplitude
function of the diffracted orders whose approximate solution is satisfied by the
Bessel Functions already obtained by the authors in their previous papers.

.

